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PREFACE 

This thesis· is intended to cover in a broad way 
the 'determination of inductive effects in communication 

cireuitscaused by single phase railway electrifications 

and the inter-relation between these inductive effects and 
the\ regulation in the railway circuits themselves. 

The studies on which the paper is based were 

carried on at several different places and times. Origin-
al investigation of inductive effects and factors af'fect-
ing them·was carried on in May, 1906, on the circuits of 

the Indiana and Cincinnati Traction Company near Rushville, 

Indiana.. The study was continued on the interurban electr1-
f1eat1on between Derry and Latrobe, Pennsylvania, later in 

the same year. 

The major investigations, however, were made over 
a period of eighteen months in 1907, on the New York, New 

Haven and Hartford main line electrification and over a 

period of three years in 1915-19 on the Paoli and the 
Chestnut Hill electr1f1ca.tions of' the Pennsylvania Railroad 
at Philadelphia. 

It was during the last period that the regulation 

factor came to the fore and that the inter-relation between 

regulation and 1nduct1ve effects became evident. The methods 
of calculation of regulation shown here were then developed, 
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greatly simplifying means previously in use. 

The report .covers the status of electrifica-

tions_. in the . year 1920 ~- · Since that tilia further alter-

nating current single phase electrifications have been 

installed and older systems ·have been largely extended, 

the plans utilizing the considerations set forth here. 

Communication systems are operating successfully in the 

immediate vicinity of' the railway systems. 
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A STUDY.OF DISTRIBUTION CIRCUITS OF SINGLE 

PHASE RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION WITH SPECIAL 

REFERENCE TO INDUCTIVE EFPECTS AND REGULATION. 

By 

A. W. COPLEY 

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 1903 -

Introduction 

Single phase railway electrification initiated 

in the early years of this century, met with strong 

opposition from advocates of other systems and one of 
" the great objections urged against it was the inter-

ference caused by the flow of.single phase trolley and 

ground current in the circuits of communication compan-

ies wlllch might be located on the railway right-of-way 

or within a moderate distance of it. Early investiga-

tion in 1906 on the interurban Indianapolis and C1nc1n-

nat1 Traction Company was carried on with a view to 

anticipation of inductive effects and their mitigation 

on the main line of the New York~ New Haven and Hartford 

Railroad between Mount Vernon, New York, and Stamford~ 

Connecticut, which was then under construction. Certain 

fundamentals were determined during t.h1s investigation 

and it was made possib1e to calculate the approximate 
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voltages that might be expected in the Western Union 

Telegraph cireui ts on the railroad right-of-wti:y. Means 

were devised for overcoming 1n large measure these 

voltages which were so high as to make conununication 

impossible ln the state of the art then e.xisting. 

On later electrifications the study of' the 

inductive effects \WAs.o: taken up early enough so that the 

distr1bution ·circu1ts could be laid out to give better 

conditions. It is now well recognized that the two factors, 

inductive effects and system regulation,· are inter-related 

and that~ change in the system that affects one will 

generally affect the other. These two factors must there-

fore be considered together • 

. . Regulation - Impedance of th~ Trolley-Rail Circuit. 

The first element to be considered in working ou~ 

the regulation of' the system is the impedance of the cir-

cuit composed of the trolley wire and return path. This 

impedance ·consists of the resistance of the trolley wires 

and the :rails and the reactance due to the magnetic field 

between them. The resistance of the trolley wire is read-

ily obtflined as, for the railroad frequency,of 25 cycles, 

it is practically the same as,for direct-current. The 

rails~ however., have higher resistance to alternating 

than to direct-current. The ratio between· the 25 cycle 

alternating-current and the direct-current resistance has 

been experimentally determined as about 2.5 to l. This 
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value was arrived a.t after many experiments on the 100 

pound rails of the New York, New Haven and Hartford 

Railroad by measuring voltage· drop along a ·given length 
. . 

of rail w1 th the potential conductor in several loca-

tions relative to the rail. It was necessary to calcu-

late the effect of the magnetic field set up between 

the rail and the potential wire and to eliminate the 

voltage resulting from this which ·appeared in the volt-

age readings, an item previously overlooked 1n published 

data. The reactance ··per mile due to the· trolley wire is 

given by the formula, -

X = 0.116 loglO. d for 25 cycles. o.?ar 
where ·d 1s the distance between the rails and the 'trolley 

and r the radius ·or the ·trolley. Likewise the reaotance 

per mile due to the track is, -

X' = I' 0.116 log d .for 25 cycles. . rT 
· where I' is the proportion of trolley current which re-

turns by rail, and r' is the· effective radius of the two 

rails, or the geometric mean d!stance between the rails, 
which 1 .s equal ·to 

'4

,/0~78 ra dab X 0.78 rb···dab
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where rs. and x-b are the equiva~ent radii of the two rails 

and dab the distance between them. 

In the case of two wires beiilg:.: uaed as· trolley 

conductors the same method applies tor obtaining the proper 

value of 0.118r for ealcula.tion of reaotance. Likewise 

in the case ot doti:>le or four track the geometric mean 

distance of the wires .from themselves must be used in 

place or o.78r and the geometric mean distance or the 

wires from the_ track in place of d. 

~he radius _for a single rail has been determined 

empirically so that the effect of the internal field in 

the stee1 may be neglected in calculations. For a 100 

pound rail, the value used is 0.35 inches. Considerable 

variation. of this value makes very little difference in 

the tota1 reactance calculated tm,d a high degree of 

accuracy for . the effective radius of one rail is not nec-

essary. 

Proportion of Earth .Current 

. As mentioned above the proportion of current 

returning by rails must be known in order to have complete 

imped~Ct:3 data." This . proportion has b~en determined by 

experiment in several cases and has also been calculated 

by approximate methods ,. . The agreement between the results 
/ 

of tests and the calculations have been good. Local con-

d1t1ons affect the results to a certain extent but with 

the tracks well bonded and with ordinary leakage conditions, 
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the va.1ues ···can be approximately stated. and a.re as followa:-

Single track - ;rail current= 40 per cent or 
trolley current. 

Double track - rail current ·= 60 per cent or 
trolley current. 

~ rail current= 'lO per cent ot 
trolley current. 

The · above va1ue.s are suoh as would be measured 

in the middle of a section four ·Or five miles long or 

more. For shorter sections, or for positions within two 

miles :from the point of power supply, the values should 

be higher.· 1.l'he results of some of the first tests made 

on single-phase roads for the determination or earth and 

rail currents ·are shown in Fig. 1. The ·tests were made 

on the 25· cycle. single-phase line or the Indianapolis 

and Cincinnati Traction Company in 1906~ which was then 

operating from Rushville, Indiana, to Indianapolis, a 

distance of 40 miles. For the tests, current was :red 

by trolleyf;"N>m the power house ~t Rushville to various 

points where the trolley was connected to the rails. The 

curves show how little effect the lengtho£ feed bas on 

the division or the current between rails and earth. 

Further tests of asimilar nature were, made later on 

other roads,, notably : the New York, liew Haven and Hartford 

Railroad, which confirmed the results obtained at Rush-
ville. 
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With the value of rail current determined, the 

impedance of ·the trolley .... rai1 circuit may readily be cal-

culated. A table of impedances for several sizes of 

trolley wire and different numbers of tracks is given 

in the. appendix. 

Total Impedance From Substation to Load 

The vector difference of potential from a sub-

station to a point .fed by a single trolley .from the sub-

station is obtained by multiplying the impedance of the 

trolley ... ra..il circuit by the current. If the point is 

fed from two substations between which two or more trolley 

wires run, the calculation can also be ma.de quite simply. 

If the two stations· a.re at the sa.me potential the currant 

to the load will divide between them in inverse ratio to 

the distance from them and the drop will be mI0 Zbc =
(l ·- m) I

0
Zac· If. tba two substations are at differ-

ent potentials. the load current·can still be considered 

as dividing inversely as the distance to the stations and, 

.in addition, a. drop will be added due to circulating 

current between the stations caused by their difference of 

potential. This drop is proportional to the distance 

from the substation. The po~ential drop rrom a to c, 

Fig. 2, due to the dif.ferenee of potential between a and b 

is m {Ea ........ E0 ). The drop due to the load I 0 at c is as 

above, the total being m (Ea - Eb)+ (11. -m) 1 0 Zac. 
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For a.second load din the same section distance m1 from 

a and I ...... m' from b, the drop from a to c becomes m 

(Ea - Eb} + fiI - m.) 1 0 + (I - m') I~ Zao. This may be 

continued for any number of loads. 

The Equivalent Network :for Complete System 

The foregoing gives the electromotive force drops 

from substations to loads·. The drop from the power house 

to the low-tension side of the substations can ~lso be 

reduced to ,QU1te a simple calculation by considering the 

system, h1gh-.tens1on, low-tension and transformers, as 

a network. Fig. 3 shows· such a simple system, comprising 

a generating unit P with a. step~up transformer and trans-

mission line and three step-down transformer stations 

which are connected to the trolley on the low tension side. 

The equivalent network :ts shown in Fig. 4. z
0
.: impedance 

of step-up transformer and high-tension line as ~a.r as I, 

reduced to trolley potential, i.e., the high tension im-

pedance divided by the square of the step-down transformer 

· ratios. z1 ., z2 , end z3 = impedance of transformers l, 2 

end 3 at trolley voltage. Za and Zb = the impedance of' 

transmission line.from l to 2 and from 2 to 3 respectively, 

reduced to trolley po.tential. Z0 and Zd = the impedance 

or tro,lleY-rail circuit from 4 to -5 and from 5 eo 6 respect-

ively. 
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Distribution Currents - By the application of 

K1rcbo:f.'f 1:s laws 7 it is a very si_mple matter to .find the 

currents w~ch ,v1.11 flow in each transformer for ihoad 

at e.ny one on the . low .. tension . side. A chart can then 

be prepared as shown in Fig. 5, which shov1s the propor-

tion of current supplied by each substation to a load 

at aey point on the line.. A load of one ~pere at point 

X will. be fed with o.18 amperes :from transformer station 

I, 0.34 amperes from. transformer station 2, and 0.48 

amperes from .transformer station :5. A study of. the 

chart shows t:hat any load., such as that at.X may be re-

placed by two loads at the adjacent substations inverse-

ly proportional in magnitude to· the distance of the 

point of application of the load from them •. The sum of· 

the two equivalent loads must be equal to the original 

load. Such replacement or substitution.may be made 

without affecting the transformer loads~ and therefore, 

the E§.,m.f' •. dropa to .the low-tension s1de of the trans-

formers are unchanged. 

~elf and Mutual Impedance - The values of self 

and mu.tuallimpedance whioh will determine the drops to 

the transformer stations can be calculated from the above 

data. For simplicity these impedances a.re designated as 

follows:. *
z4_4 : self impedance to 4 or voltage drop from 

p to 4 for a 1oad of l an.pare at 4. 
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/z5~5 , z6 __ 6 =self impedance to 5 and 6 rospectivel7. 

z4_5 = mutual impedance between 4 and 5 or the 
· · voltage drop from 'fl to 5 for load of 

l ampere at 4. 

z5 ... 4 =voltage drop from P to 4 for load of 
. . . . 1 ampere at 5 =Z4_5. 

Z4,,:. 6 :::z6_4 = mutual impedance , _between 4 and 6. 

Z5_6 =Z6...5 = mutual impedance between 6 and 6 •. · 

After the aelf and mutual impedances at trans-

former. stations or other t1e-1n points have ,been obtained, 

the voltage drops to ·th~ low tension. side of the trans-
formers can be calculated for any f1Xed distribution of 

load.- The equivalent loads at substations are first 

found for each individual load as explained above. These 

loads are then added and the system considered as one, 

With loads ottcliy -at the transformer -stations.. To obtain 

the voltage drop to .4, :for example~ the equivalent load 

at 4 is multiplied by z44 . the equivalent load at 5 by z45, 

the equ;tvalent loo.d at 6 by z4 6 • The sum of the three 
results gives the .value desired, The e.m.f. drop to any 

particular load may then be obtained .by application of , 

the ,formula given in an earlier paragraph on the trolley-

ra11' impedance,~ 

. * The simple and direet method by which these

values may be obta1ned .. ls illustrated in the appendix. 
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System Fed. from Two Sources .of' Power - A spec-

ial case occ,irs when power. is fed from two points. If 

tho amount o~ current fed from the second point is lmown, 

it may be considered simply as a negative load and cal-

culations e.re ··made>. in exactly the same way a.s for posi-

tive loads. ·xr the mnount of.· current fed from the second 

source is not· known, it can be calculated by algebraic 

methods quite simply by considering it as an unknovm · 

negative load which maintains the voltage at .its poi_nt 

of feeding, to the tralue for ,1hich the second source 

regulates. 
Short-Circuit Currents - As the question or 

short-circuit currents will coma up later when inductive 

interference is discussed, the methods !'or determining 

them will be briefly ·stated. The self impedance of the 

point on the system at which the short-circuit occurs 

determines the current, when the voltage and the imped-

a.nee or the power plant are known. Any internal im-

pedance in the power plant is added to-the .self impedance 

o~ the point or short-circuit and the generated voltage 

divided by this value gi Vt:)S .the symmetrical ..r:.m. s. value 

· of ·the currei1t. 
In case there are two or more sources of feed, 

the calculations are a little more involved, but when the 

second source of power is considered as a negative load 

the calculation 1s somewhat simplified. Only the formu1ae 
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will be given here and the mathematical proof and an 

example will be fo~d in appendix A~

Ix= the current in the short circuit at X, 

·• •. Eo (Zss'lt- 2s1 ~ Zsx (Eo • Es)
- -. Z (Z ·+ Z ) ·... z2

.XX . . .SS ..... S , . . :·. SX

l .s = the curren~ from EJecondary source of power., 

... EoZxs - Zxx (Eo ... Es)

- ( ' 2 
Zxx Zss+- ZCJ )- Z sx
. . ;;:.,

Vihere E0 and E8 are the generated voltages· at 
. . 

the n1a.in ~d second. sources of pov1er respectively, Z8 =
the· im_pedance or the : second source of power, Z88 =
se·lf•impedance to the point o.f application or second 

. . 

source of power• Z.xx _:::: self-impedance to · point o:r short . 

circuit 'and Z8x= mutual illlpedance :between . point of 

appI4-cation or second source of power and; point or 

short-circuit. 

Formulae for obtaining the short-clrcui t currant 

· :for any number of power stations can be worked out,- ·a1- ··. 

though for more than tv;o there is considerable compli~ 

cation. If, however, -the 'generated voltages at ·the 

power -stations are t~en as equal _to_ each other, -which 

is generally .an allowable assumption, the work ·1s much 

simplified; · 

A _special case of-. network is p1--esented by the 

three wire distribution as applied to the New York, New 
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'

Haven and ]fa.rtford Railroad electrification. This system
I 

utilizes the trolley line as one side and the feeder ~1ne 

as the other· side of a 22,000 volt, single-phase trans-

mis siori. Each line is ll-"000 volts above the rail or 

ground potential and balancer or auto-transformers are 

connected .at intervals between the trol.ley and feeder 
' . '

with the_ middle points connacted to the rail, as snowm 

in Fig. a. The calculations f'or distribution of current; 

regulation, etc._, are made 1n a manner similar to that-

for the plain two-wire system. In fact, an equivalent 

network exactly like that -for the two--wire can be con-

structed and used for current distribution calculations. 

Impedance calculations to the low-tension sides 0£ the 

transformer·s involve a · _little more work, as the mutual 

impedance ·between ·the "trolley-track and the reeder-track 

circuits must be considered. Calculations of the voltage 

drop in-the trolley-rail ·circuit of any single sec_tion is 

made 1n exactly the same ma.nner as that for the two-wire 

system. - In the appendix will be found a brief calculation 

showing the construction or the network. 
Inductive Interference 

Two electric. circuits paralleling each other 

have an effect one upon the other~ due· to the potential 

of and the· current carried by the vrires. A vol~age on 

the wires of one circuit will induce a voltage on the 

20 
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wires or the other circuit. A change in the current 

!'lowing in one circuit will induce through the changing 

electro-m.agnet1e field a: voltage in the second circuit~ 

The induced voltage from either cause is. dependent upon 

the relative positions of the circuits. For a given 

position the ele·ctrostatically induced voJ.tage is pro-

portional to the potential of the inducing circuit and 

the electromagnetically induced voltage is proportional 

to ·the rate of change of'- current in the inducing circuit, 

or for alternating-current of a given frequency is pro-

portional to the magnitude of the current .• 

Electrostatic induction - A railway circuit 

consisting o.f a trolley wire and return 1n rails, earth 

or ground .feeder and a parallel telegraph or telephone 

circuit consi.sting of a wire with earth or wire return 

present a case with possibility of induction from the

causes mentioned. Considered in regard .to the electric 

induction, a trolley wire is a conductor at ·a potential 

above ground with an electrostatic capacity to ground. 

The trolley ·w1re also has a capacity to a paralleling 

telegraph or telephone· wire which in turn has a capacity 

to ground. If' the telephone wire were perfectly insulat-

ed from ground the potential would rise to a value determin-

ed by the relat1 ve ce.pac1 ty of the wire to the trolley 

wire and to earth. If the telephone wire is connected 
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to ground e1ther·d1rectly or through other apparatus, 

it will act as one plate or a condenser, the trolley 

Wire being the other plate. Charging current will then 

flow .from ground into the telephone wire. which Will be 

proportional in magnitude to the capacities between it 

and the trolley wire • . ?'hat interference from this cause 

is not probab1f 1~ shown by experience on a1ternating-

current railways which have been _installed. Generally 

there is more than one wire on a telegraph or telephone 
I

pole line ·e.nd the charging current is ·divided among these 

wires so that the amouht in any one 1s ·1nsign1ficant. 

If one wire should be entirely insulate·d from the· ground 

the others which are grounded cause its capacity ,:l;o 

ground to be so much in excess of its capacity to the 

trolley wire that a high voltage is improbable. 

Electromagnetic _InductioP. ... In working .with 

the problem of electromagnetic induction. the trolley wire 

and its return may be. considered as the primary winding 

of a large air-core transformer,. the telegraph or tele-

phone wire and its return being the secondary winding. 

The induced electromotive force in a wire paralleling a 

circuit carrying current is proportional to the logarithm 

of the ratio of the distances between the wire and the 

two. sides of the power circuit. If a te3.:ephone circuit 
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is being considered, 1n which case there are two wires 1n

whioh voltage is induced• ' the e.m.f. may be calculated for 

each, and the _difference will be the voltage which will 

appear in the circuit. Such resultant induced· voltage 

is caused by "transve·rsetf induction or is due to the 

magnetic field bet11een the two wires. The voltage cal-

culated for a single vrire is that which appears between 

the wire and the return at infinite distance, at which 

posi t1on the ground return· can be assumed, e.nd is caused 

by the magnetic flux linking with sue:h a circuit, or the 

"longitudinal" inductior:.. If the wire is gro1mded at

one end, the calculated voltage will appear between the 

other end and ground. ~-fl it is not grounded · at all and 

is uniformly insulated, t11e middle of · the line will be 

at ground potential, and each end et ,one-half the cal-

culated voltage from (,tround--one end being_po;sitive and 

the other negative. If the wire is grounded at both ends 

a current will . flow through it proportional to· the volt-

age nnd inversely proportional to the impedance of the · 

circuit. 

The transverse field can be made very small by

so transpos:tng the two wires of the telephone circuit as 

to ca.use them to have the same average position with re-

spect to the inducing source.. Per:f'e.ctt transposition, 

such as obtained by twisted pair or cable circuits, re-

duces the transverse induction to zero. The longitudinal 
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induction,. however, cannot be redu..ced by transposition' 

of' the telephone wires. This induction is the cause 

of voltages · between the telephone line and ground and . 

those appearing in grounded telegraph eirru.its. Longi-

tudinal electromagnetic induc_tion :rrom ·transmission 

lines can be neutralized by transposition of the power 

w~res. Transmission lines for railway circuits are no 

different in this respect from power lines used for 

general power transmission. Induction arising from the 

current flow in single phase trolley and rail ci1"cuits·-, 

however, .presonts a different situation on account or 
/

im-tha possibility or transposition of' the two sides or the 

power circuit. The magnitude of the electromagnetically 

induced voltage can assume rather large propo.rtions with 

such a circuit., as compared with even an tmtra.nsposed 

powe~ circuit of oridinary dimensions, because o.f the 

distance between the two conductors, the trolley wire on 

one side and the return circuit made up· of rails and 

earth on the other side. 

Pos1 tion of Earth Current ... If all cur1')ent re-

turns by rail the induced voltage at 85 cycles per mile 

per ampere is o.116 log ~' vrhere D and D' are the dis-
D

tances of the trolley ,and rail respectively from the tele-

graph wire. It is · easily seen that at a distance of a 

few hundred feet D and D' would become practically equal 
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and the value of the voltage,. therefore, would be zero. 

If part of the return current flows in the earth .. 

the induced voltage becomes 0.116 It log E, + 0.116 I
8

D" log D where It and Ie are the track and earth currents 

and D" the di stance betv1een the · telegraph wire and the 

path of the earth current. This latter is an unknown 

quan:tity and can only be estimated. Tests made in 

various places have given quite different results. The 

determinat1o·n of the effective position of the current 

for any given case is quite easily made, providing measure-

ments have been obtained of the values~of It, I
8

, D and 

D'. On the single track 11ne of the Indianapolis & Cin-

cinnati Traction Company, tests and calculations showed 

the effective position of the earth current to be about 

400 feet below the surface. On the New York, New Haven 

and Hartford Railroad and on the Pennsylvania Railroad, 

which are four-track roads, the effective position of 

the current as calculated from the inductive effects is 

5000 feet below the surface. Tests on the Norfolk and 

Western Ra1lread, a two-track road, agreed more ·~early 

with Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction Company results~ 

but these tests were not as extensively carried out as 

at the other places. 

There is another method or obtaining the effective 

position of the earth current which does not involve tele-

graph line voltage measurements. This uses the distribution 
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or current between the earth and track in connection 

with the Im.own ch~raeter1st1cs of the track circuit. 

As sUlliing that the eart~ current 1 s distributed uniform-

ly in a cylindrical conductor tangent to the surface 

at the tracks and having zero resistance, thereactance 

may be calculated,. and .from the reactance the diameter 

or the conductor may be deducted. Calculations of this 

kind have shovm. the effective center of the earth current 

to be from 200 to 600 ··reet below the surface. V.'hile · 

many of the calc~lations seem to favor a position of 

earth current about 500 feet below the surface, it is 

not considered that this value is a safe one to use in 

calculating the induced voltages in communication cir-

cuits when laying out a system. It is probable th~t the 

earth current is not uniformly distributed and possibly 

it does not penetrate into the earth to any great dis-

tance, but is spread out 1n a layer. a few feet or a few 

hundreds of feet thick and a mile. or so wide. Up to 

the present no single method for calculating the position 

of the current ~as proven itself correct for even a few 

cases for which tests have been made. It is recommended 

therefore that on new projects where it is impossible to 

obtain actual measurement of induced voltage per ampere, 

the value or 5000 feet be used, as 1t will probably give 

results within a reasonable degree of accuracy and at 
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least will el:'r on the safe side. For calculating 1n .... 

duction in conductors placed within 50 :rt. of the 

trolley it 1s safe to use a lower value, say 1000 ft.

for the depth of the currerit. 

Total Value of Induced Voltage--Vlhen the in-

duced voltage per ampere is known for each section of 

the line it is an easy matter to e alculate the total 

voltage for any given load conditions, by calculating 

the voltage for each part or the line in which the 

current is uniform and adding or subtracting the volt-

ages of these sections according to the flow of current .. 
in 

It will .be noticed at once that a layout such as· shown in 

Fig. 2, there will be a neutralizing action.for any load 

between transformer stations, as current will flow in 

opposite directions on either side of the load. A stub 

end feed in vmich a.11 the current comes from one direc-

tion is much more severe for induction. If o. load is 

at one end of the network, however, there is the condi-

tion of feed in one direction from all substations ex-

cept the one at which the load 1s applied. It is nec-

essary to keep such through feed currents to a minimum 

in order to restrict induced voltages to a loVI value. 

The limiting .condition for induction is gener-

ally not tha hormal load condition, v;hich can usually be 

kept so distributed in a system fed by several transform-

er stations, _as to cause a good deal of' neutralizing action .. 
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Short circuit conditions, however• always. bave the effect 

of concentrated loads, and if the short•cireu1t occur.a 

at the end of a system the through feed is most harmf'ul. 

Effects of Induction in Telegraph 
and Telephone -Lines 

Telegraph Lines - 'rhe effects of. the induction 

can be stated. quite simply for ·telegraph lines. If the 

induced ·volta.ge rises . ab9ve certain rather definite values, 

the telegraph instruments chatter and cannot be/~Used. It 

has been found experimentally that ordinary simple Morse 

circuits can stand a voltage of about 40 percent of the 

amount of direct-current battery used. Duplex ·cirQuits 

can stand about 80 percentp while quadruplex is more sen-

s! tive end can stand only 15 or 20 percent or the direct-

current battery potential under fair operating conditions. 
. . 

Short-circuits are generally not as serious as continued 

loads~ as the disturbanc.e passes quickly and repetition 

· of a word or two of the message is usually the only in-

convenience caused. There is a poss1b1:Lity of cases, how-

ever, where such a disturbance would simply distort the 

signals so as to allow . a wrong inte.rp!'etation of the message. 

So. far a·s is known there have never been any cases of the 

kind detected.a 

Telephone Lines - The effects in telephone lines 

onthe other hand are most seriously felt during short-

circuit conditions. Metallic· telephone circuits are pro-
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tected at the ends by carbon block. protector gaps be-

tween each wire and ground, these gaps being.designed 

for a breakdown of 400 volts or thereabouts, but main-. 

tained in certm. n instances to stand a 200 vo.lt direct-

current test. Unless the~e break down:' or other grounds 

occuxa on the lines, telephones are seldom disturbed by

induction from single-phase railway currents as they are 

two-v11re circuits and usually transposed and balanced 

sufficiently to keep noise from the operation or trains 

to a. permissible value. Cable lines are particularly 

good in this respect, whereas open v,ire lines are n1ore 

susceptible to·trouble. If the two wires of the telephone 

circuit are not so transposed as to give equal•induced 

voltages in them, noise will result, also even if the 

wires are well transposed there is liability of noise 

due to unb1llance in capacity or leakage resistance to 

earth .. The noise is not·caused directly by 25 cycle current 

but by ripples on the main frequency.wave which are present 

in the trolley current. Most ·of the telephone troubles 

have been found to result from a· breakdown of' the protect-

or gaps. such breakdown is dependent upon the magnitude 

of the induced potential under the short-circuit condit-

ions, which depends upon the absolute rate of change of 

railway current flow. 
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Among the troubles caused bygap breakdown, 

the 'principal ones 'are bell--ringing, loading coil troub;e,. 

and acoustic shock. If the gap· fails the.re is the danger 
' ' 

'of cable or exchange wiring insulation breakdown and of' 

'electrical 'shock, although there are no instances of· this 

on·,~ecord f~r lines subject to. railv,ay induction. If 

the insulation on the board breaks downthere is added 

a fire hazard. ·. There is also a fire hazard due to volt-· 

age which does not approach the breakdown value or the 

protector gap providing such voltages are. sustained. for 

several seconds or minutes. ~llstained>voltages will be 

found duringtrain operation., butgenerally speaking, if 

the voltages o.courri.ng durlng short-circu1t are not high 

enough to ea.use· hazard from the causes mentioned above, 

the normal sustained operatint voltage will not' 'be high 
enough to cause fire hazard • .,, ·. The :v-arious troubles should 

probably be explained more fully.~ 

Bell Ringing -,~ This is simply a r1.ng1ng of the ·· 
' ' 

subscribers' bell or·the operating· or the drop at the 

central office wh1ch,wh11e not or a very serious nature, 

is an annoyance which ·should be reduced to a minimum.1 

Loading CoilTroubl!!··-This will occur in loaded 

trunk lines.. The ~~ wires of· ·the . telephone line pass 

through the loading coil windings and if the protector 

gap on one line breaks down, more current will flow thru 

one winding than thru the other, sometimes permanently 
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changing the pe1"meability of the iron and rendering 

the coil inefficient. This effect is produced by the 

magn1tug1e of the current., independent of its frequency •. 

Acoustic Shock - This is ca.used by loud noise 

in the receiver in ease a gap breaks down with any heavy 

discharge following. It is experienced chiefly by op-

erators and is considered a serious condition. 

Electrical Shock - Operators and switchboard 

or line repairmen will be subject to this hazard. 

Fire Hazard - Any breakdown of .insulation on 

the board or in the exchange wiring is iiable to cause 

fire., provided enough current flows. Telephone engin- . 

eers have stBrted that a breakdown of insulation at 

200 volts with one-half ampere flowing for two seco'nds 

is considered as a possible ca.use of fire .. 

With the above points in view it can be said 

that if the maximum induced voltage for a period of two 

seconds is not over 200 vol ts the chances .fol" trouble 

in the telephone circuits. would be very small. For a 

longer time, covering several minutes, an induced volt-

age in the neighborhood of 100 volts or less is probably 

safe and for a shorter time than two seconds it would 

appear that higher voltages than 200 can be toi@l&t@&• 
In many cases voltages of several times 200 volts have 

been induced with no bad results aside from bell-ringing 

even when continued for one or two seconds.. Just where 
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the safe limit c,f voltage~. is tor a· duration:c,of' time 

represented by a·short circuit (less· than one~half sec-

ond) cannot be stated .. For equal fire hazard ·the allow-.. 

able voltage.should increase inversely as the square 

root of the. time. None of the above limits can be con-. 

sidered as hard and :re.st, but represent opinions gained 

after a study of the records of telephone disturbances 

and general conditions obta1 ned in the communication 

circuits. 

systems of Feed Which Tend to Reduce.Disturbance 

In laying out the transmission line and trans-

former stations very much can be done which will tend to 

make ·the system harmless as far as telephone.induction is· 

concerned. Some .of the points whioh can well be con-

sidered have already been suggested. 

Location of Transformer Stations - Probably the 

most harmful :rail,,ay system from the viewpoint of the 

telepp.one or telegraph engineer is one in which the 

trolley is fed for. several miles from one end only. If 

any telegraph or telephone lines parallel such a system, 

thoy are pretty certain to be disturbed. Feeding by a 

transformer station at the end opposite from the· first 

feed-in point will reduce induced voltages to about 30 

percent and sometimes to considerably less than this. 

A liberal use of transformer stations 1s one or the best 

cures for the induction evil. The characteristics of 



. . 

transformer stations, the .impedance of the trolley~rail 

circuit, the transmission line impedance, all can be ad~ 

justed ·so as to ·reduce the through feed f'actor1 and the 
. , ' . ' ' : . . 

impedance of step-up transfonners can also be varied to 

advantage. Ea.ch particular case must be treated indivi~ 
- ' . . '. . .- . '

dually and no set rulecan be g:t:ren to elimina.t induet1ve 
' . . . . . .

troubles. In general, throUgh feed is reduced by in• 

creasing the trolley-rail impedance and decreasing the 

impedance of step-down transformers and transmission 

lines. The trolley-ra.11 impedance . is determined by

the size or the trolley \nre, which in turn should be 

determined by the carrying capacity of the wire. This 

will give the highest impedance permissible for the 

trolley-rail circuit. , Step-down transformers should · 

then be made of as lov1 reactance as 1s compatible with 

cost and the transmission line impedance kept low in 

comparison with that of the trolley ra11. With these 

factors determined and the regulation desired fixed,, 

,,hatever reactance is still allowable should be put in 

the step-up transformers and generators so that short 

circuit currents will be as small as possible. 

Sectionalized System - In cases where telephone 

wire exposure is very severe and through feed conditions 

must be reduced beyond the amount given by the above 

methods, good results can be obtained by sectionalizing 
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the transform.er stations, 1 .• e. using two transformers 

at each station with the higb:-tension sides paralleled, · 

but with the low .. tension. sides separate,. one transform-

er feeding each direction~ This impairs the regulation · 

or the system somewhat ., unless the load is well distri~ 

buted. 

If these points are carefully considered in 

laying out the system, it will be .found that the add1.tion 

of any special devices, such as will be spoken of later; 

may be 'in a large measure~ 1.f not altogether, obviated. 

Three-Wire sxstem - The tbree•\Vire scheme as 

applie .. d on the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad 

is a special form of' multiple transformer station system. 

This system hasall the ·advantages o:f the .plain two ... wire 

system which has .been mentioned above, Vlith th&,: added 
/ . '. ' 

advantage of using auto-transformers which, for equal 

capacity, ·are smaller than two coil transformers, and 

of using the copper trolley as pa.rt of the transmission 

circuit. Transformer . stations can, therefore, be placed 

a 11 ttle closer together .for the same cost., and induction 

will be reduced if this is done; The transmission volt-

age is limited, however, to a value of double. the trolley 
,.

voltage. The calculation of the induction in telephone 

and telegraph lines is ma.de in exactly the same way as 

·. described for the simple. two-wire system. 
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Sectionalized Three•Wire System .~ Several schemes 

for the sectionalizing of a tbree ... w1re system at the trans-

former stations have been worked out. Some of them have · 

been tried in the laboratory with very. good results, but 

none have been_ applied 111 practice. The simplest of' these 

schemes is shown in Fig. ·7. Equalizer ·transformers with 

one to one ratio are connected betvteen trolley and. feeder 

lines at the transformer stations so that the current in 

the trolley. and tee~er win~ngs must be equal. The equa1-

1zer must have a curr~nt capacity equal to the total 11ne 

current at the point at which 1t ·1s installed .and a yolt-

age rating equal to the e~m.r. drop in the auto-transformers 

at the station where it is installed. If short-circuits 

are to be. cared ·ror without any through feed this mE3.ans 

an equalizer transformer rating of full trolley voltage 

(11,000 volts), but if a small amount of through fe.ed is 

permissible under severest short-circuit conditions, a 

lower rating can be used. 

Special Devices for Introduction Into 
Railway Circuits . to Reduce Induction 

What has been sa1d covers generally the whole 

system of distribution on the railroad._ There · are, how-

ever, certain minor changes which can be made which have 

the effect of reducing induction. The object of ·such 

devices is to reduce the earth current';· · 



Ground Feeders.·~ Overhead return feeders will 

allow a portion of the return current to flow 1n them . · 

and so reduce the rail and earth currents. Calculations 

have been made which indicate that the induction may be 

reduced in the neighbor.hood. ot 30 to 50 percent by using 

a 4/0 wire as return feeder,. para1leling each pair of 

rails, if the feeder 1s placed within a few feet ot the 

trolley wire~ 

If' a return feeder is placed close.to the dis-

turbed telegraph or telephone line, the reduction in in-

duced voltage for that particular line is greater. The 

current carried by such a·feeder will depend upon the 

voltage impressed upon it and its impedance. If the 

feeder circuit impedance were entirely reactanoe, the 

current flow would be of the correct phase and approxi-

mate a.mo1mt to neutralize the voltage appearing in the 

telephone line, with·· the feeder wire simply connected to 

earth. But even if the wires were large, the resistance 

of ground connections would be so high. ordinarily, that 

the current would be too small for anything like complete 

neutralization. Connection to the rails gives a circuit 

of lower impedance. In order to get a current in the 

reeder of the desired amplitude and phase, however, it 

is necessary to use some such device as ·a booster trans-

former between it and the trolley wire. With such an 

arrangement, distribution of the transformers and con-
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ditions w~ich might cause saturation must be carefully 

considered~ as brought out in the . following paragraphs . 

on track and: feeder boosters 1 This· scheme has never 

been applied on account of· the many practical difficulties 

against ·it. 

Booster Transformer.a --. .The device which las 

been .used more than any other ·f'or aocompl1sh1ng the 

reduction of induced voltage is the booster t:ransformer 

for track or .for a feeder clo·se_ to , the trolley .wire. 

Th1s·1S a transformer whose pr!!nary, winding is connect-

ed in series vr1 th the trolley circuit and whose secondary 

.1s connected in ser1es ·e1ther wlth the track or a return 

feeder, the primary· and secondary ratio being approxi-

mately one ·to one. The use of a return feeder overhead 

in connection with booster transformers is objeetionabie 

first from the standpoint of cost. The feeders are used 

instead or the track for the return path for the . current, 

and in.order to keep the regulation of ·the line within 

reasonable limits they must be of large. section. Two 

100 lb. rails have a resistance to 25 cycles of approxi-

mately o.oa ohms per mile, which is equivalent to about 

three 4/0 copper wires. Smaller feeders, of course, may 

be used at the expense of rogulat1.on and an increased size 

or the booster transformers. ~e voltage rat1ng or the 

transformer must be the voltage drop in . the section or 
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feeder to ·which it is·· connected. The advantage o.f the 

use of the return feeder rather than the track, lies·in 

the greater reduction of induced ·vo1tage in telegraph 

and telephone lines running very close to the railroad. 

The use of booster trans:rormers connected to the track 

utilize·s the low impedanc~ return circuit v1hich the rails 

provide and saves the cost of the copper feeders. The 

impedance of .the trolley-rail circuit is increased a. 

little over the value when no boosters are used, on account 

of the current being forced to return entirely by rail, 

and on account· of the impedances of transformer windings. 

The inorea.se is shown in the tables given in the appendix. 

Booster transfor,mers, when of sufficient size 

and used in sufficient numbers, give very good results 

in actual service. There are practical limitations, how-

ever,. both as to size and number. The limitation as to 

size appears in the voltage across the secondary. , This , 

is limited, especially in the case of the track booster, 

as it is not advisable to introduce high voltage between 

two adjacent sections ·or track either under normal operat-

ing conditions or during periods of short-circuit. The 

maximum voltage allowable under short-circuit conditions 

can probably be taken as the lim1 ting value. Once this · 

is set the number of transformers necessary is easily 

determined by spacing them at such intervals that the 



maximum voltage drop in the sections or track will be 

less than the limiting value ·of the voltage. It will be 

.found on the larger eleotrificatlons that quite a close 

spacing w111 geners.lly be necessary, i.e.,. one, two or 

even more per mile being required.· The objection to · 

close spacing lies in the number· of ·1m~1ulating joints 

or section breaks in the trolley or track to be install- ... 

ed and maintained. Vlith a return ree'dar, spacing closer 

than a mile apart may ilot _be necessary but the voltage 

or the 1ndiv1dual transformer must be correspondingly 

raised~ . 

When transformers are not installed in sufficient 

numbers complications result, especially under short-

circuit conditions. vYhe11 the short-circuit occurs the 

transformer iron becomes saturated .and the voltages 

across them take .on a decidedly peaked wave shape which 

. is hard on insulating joints and on short telephone lines 

with a terminal close to a booster transformer. Moreover, 

the induced · voltage :' in all telegraph and telephone lines 

is peaked and in some cases will rise to values consider-

ably in excess of . the values which 1 t would attain were 

the boosters not in the circuit. The latter phenomenon 

is due to the tact that vf1~ boosters there is · always a 

residual current in the earth, this current being the 

magnetizing current of the -transformer.. Under saturated 
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conditions. themagnetiz1ng current is not only large 

but is of distorted wave shape~ As far as short-

eirouit cond1 tions are concerned 1.t 1 s better not to 

have any transformers in service than to have so few 

that saturation \Vill oocur. Track boosters are here 

at somewhat o:r a ~sadvantage as against feeder boosters. 

as the former are apt.to be short-circuited by trains 

on the tracks at insulating joints and so pos.sibly man7 

ar them would be . out of commission at the time they are 

most needed. 

Conditions of Railwa:y Operation 

It is poss1.bla so to opera.ta a v1ell laid out 

road, as far· as indu.ction is concerned, as to- ca.use severe 

inductive e~fects 1n telephone and telegraph lines as well 

as to give poor regulation. A few sL,iple precautions, 

however~ if observed, will generally prevent trouble 

from these ca.uses. 

One way feed to a load gives best opportunity 

for indictive troubles to appear.. Therefore the circuit 

breakers should be closed on both ends or a section of 

trolley on which there is any considerable load. On a 

multiple transformer station system, precautions should 

be taken against ope.ration with an end station out or 
commission and with considerable load in the end section. 

This condition gives a· stub and feed on all tracks from 
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the next trans.form.er station. Provision should be 

made in the end ~tation to minimize the possibility of 

such .operation becoming necessary.. If oircu1t breakers 

are to be cut out for inspection or repair, such work 

should be done when the section is not loaded, or spare 

apparatus should be available so tha.t the feed from ·the 

end station will not be interrupted. 

On a sectionalized system, it is necessary to 

see that train loads do not get spaced so that they are 

one substation apart. It, 1s conceivable that such a 

condition might be obtained, although it is unlikely. 

If all the trains were leaving or all approaching sub-

stations, in · relativelj" the same positions, under .such 

a condition, the current feed in the tr~lley 'would in 

effect be entirely in one direction and therefore in-

ductive interference might become .severe. 
. .. 

Under short-circuit conditions. the circuit 

breakers should operate _quickly as well as selectively. , 

A short-circuit is a heavy concentrated load. If it be 

in the middle or a section the current feeds in the two 

directions and wfll tend to neutralize their individual 

effects but if the short-circuit is at the end of a 

section - expec1ally,1n -the case of an end section -

the inductive effect can become very high. It is there-

fore desirable that circuit breakers be set to operate 
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so quickly that the induced voltage will not last long 

enough to cause trouble. High speed under 'SUeh conditions 

is not incompatible vdth se1ect1ve act1on1 _ as the high 

speed is· necessary only when the current 1.s so high that

there is no doubt that the circuit breaker is feeding 

directly into the short-circuited section~ and the trip 

can be set to operate under this condition irrespective 

of the time relay which controls it tmder lower values · 

of overload. Thus selectivity is obtained on heavy short-

circuits on account of the fa.ct that only circuit breakers 

feeding directly to the sb,ort-eircuit can have .enough 

current to operate the trip directly, and on high resist• 

ance short-ci:t'cu1ts because of the time limit. relays. 

Special Devices for Introduction Into 
Telephone and Telegraph Lines 
Certain schemes which have been used involve 

the introduction of apparatus directly into telephone or 

telegraph lines in order to neutralize the induced volt-
age or to keep 1 t from causing disturbance. Much ,progress 

has been made along this line and several schemes have 

been proposed, many of' which have been tried out experi-

mentally, and found satisfactory up to certain li~ts, add 

there are others which have actually been put into regular 

service. 
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The Neutralizl;p.g Transformer - First among 

these is the neutralizing _transformer. It was .proposed 

for use on tht, New · Yor~,:· New Haven & Har.tford Railroad 

before the .electrieal operation of the r;oadwas begun 

·and one pole line ·in the worst exposure was equipped 

1n time to taJte ·care of . the heayY induction. which ensued 

. when trains began to operate.· Under normal operating . 

conditions the induced voltage on the telegraph line 

paralleling the Xtoad frequently rose as high as one · 

thousand volts, yet the wires were worked as usual 

without serious interruption. Other lines·were later 

equipped with th~ device • 

The neutralizing transformer is simply a ·

multiple secondary, .one to one ratio· (approximately) 

transformer.,whose pri~ary is connected into circuit 

with a. wire running among the wires to be protected 

and grounded at the ends of the electrification, and 

. between the transformers if more than one is used. . . 

Each telegraph wire is connected to a separate sec<?nd• 

ary winding so that the voltage of the windings opposes 

the induced voltages in the wire. ·The residual voltage 

in the telegraph or telephone lines is limited by the 

resistance of the neutralizing or pilot wire and the 

magnetizing current in the transformer·and under normal 

conditions is equal to the product of these two. The 

objection to its use is mainly in the transmission loss 
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added to the teleg:raph or telephone line. While lo·ss 

in transmission efficiency is not _great~ it is . cons1d9'." 

ered objectionable when 1 t is considered ·- what extreme · 

measures are taken by telephone companies to improve · 

the transmission ·of their lines. lt is not economical 

when used on· long lines when the induction· is only 

moderate in amount. .. On the New York,, New Haven 'arid .

Hartford Railroad the amount of neutralization.obtained 
. .

on the main telegraph pole line was approximatelY .95 

percent, the '.'i,esidual vo'itage being five percent of the 

total fnduoed voltage. · 
. .

Increase of Res'istance or Telegraph Wires - For 

induced voltages of moderate value it is sometimes poss-

ible to insert resistance in a telegraph: circuit and 
raise the direct-current working voltage accordingly, 

so that the ,ratio of induced voltage to direct...:current 

potential does not. exceed the allowable amount~ .Imped-

·ance added also tends to reduce the disturbance although 

it slows up slightly the working ot the telegraph circuit. 

Resonant Shunts - have been tried and are now 

being used in several telegraph lines. One type of shunt 

consists of a parallel resonant circuit for 25 cycles, and 

so is in eff'ect a "!ery high resistance to this frequency.·· 

For direct -current, however, it introduces very little 

resistance. When it is connected in series with the tele-

graph instrument, the telegraph current, which has a 
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relatively steep wave :front, passes through the conden-

ser at the beginning or the signal, and tbef?Susta1n1ng 

or __ the· following current .flo\vS through the inductive 

reactan.ee with a. small voltage drop due solely, to.the 

resistance of the coil. This kind ot a shunt may be

used di.rectly in a Morse circuit or in the relay eirouita 

of a duplex or composite outflt. 

A circuit in aeries resonance for 25 cycles can 

be placed in parallel with the telegraph relay and such 

an §.rrangement will cause the alternating curre_nt to_ flow 

through the resonant circuit rather than through the re-

lay. The device has been successfully applied ai1d ·has

worked wall w_ith an induced potential tt,en. times the maxi-

mum allowable without protection. 

Variations of' these two devices constitute.r:most 

of the other schemes propo.sed w1 th the same end in view. 

Some of these schemes have been experimented with in 

Eurppe and several apparently have considerable.merit. 

Those which hav~ been tested in telegraph lines along 

the Pennsylvania Railroad Philadelphia-Paoli electrifi-

cation are shown 1nappend1x B. 

Telephone Circttits - There is.some objection to 

the interposition or corrective devices in telephone lines 

on account of the high transmission efficiency which must 

be maintained and the more delicate nature of telephone 

instrwnents when compared with telegraph instruments. 
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The neutralizing transform.er has been used for· tele~ 

phone circuits, but it must be wound with ea.ch second-

ary composed of two wires wound side by side so as to 

prevent the introduction o:f impede.nee directly into the 

talking e1rou1t. While they a.re more expensive than 

the transformers made for telegraph circuits, still the· 

principal objection to their use is the loss in trans-

m.1s s1on efficiency. 

Telephone trunk lines have been operated in the 

neighborhood of railwa7 circuits which induce potentials 

1n them, \vith reactance coils bridged across the tele-

phone line with the.middle points grounded. With a de-

vice of this.kind·at each end or the trunk circuit no 

25 cycle voltage can appear on the switchboard, but the 

transmission loss.again appears as an objection. 

The main safeguard against telephone trouble 

seems to be 1n the_ma!ntenance of the line in good con-

dition and depending upon the protecto1: gaps to remove 

hazardous potentials. 

Lead Covered Cables - The use of. lead covered 

cables for either telephone or telegraph lines_ has an 

advantage besides the easier maintenance, in that the 

lead sheath acts as a return feeder close to the tele-

phone vrires. There are objections to connecting the 

lead she-ath· to the rails and so the full value of the 

return is not felt, but experience indicates that the 
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lead sheath on ala~ge cable ,reduces the induction by

about lo to 50 percent.~ 

.~nsulating ··Transformers - Telephone instru-

ments, may be connected to t,he telepho,ne lin~. through 

repeating·. transformers and thus prevent e.ny . induced 

voltage on the line from .being transm~~ted. to the in-

. strument. This .scheme .. is ;particularly applicable to 

private telep~one lines, suoh as those from substations 

to power-house, etc.. . It is often used for lines 

running-on the same. poles . as high-tensi,on transmissiop. 

wires. Transyerse induction is not protected against · 
~ ' . -.... 

by the transformer, . and therefore there is no reduction 

iri :p.oise re~~lting from imperfect transposit~on or pro-

tector . breakdowns.. Transmitfsion loss is involved in the 

trans.former, but this 1s generally not serious on a 

private line, providing not too many transformers are 

bridged a.cross one pair of wires. 

Inductive Interference From Existing 
'Single-Phase Railways 

crhe first roads to adopt the single-phase, 

alternating-current system were interurban trolley lines. 

The traffic was light -comparedwith later installations, 

but the voltage was lower and therefore tha current was 

high enough to give as' much electromagnetic induction as 

a higher voltage, high powered line. 'l'he first study of 

inductive interference was made on the Derry and Latrobe 

line., a short line in Pennsylvania run at a trolley voltage 
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or 1000 volts. The test made there gave enough infor-

mation to enable a ·more comprehensive set of tests to 

be made on the 3300 volt Indianapolis and Cincinnati 

Traction Company line running from ·Ind1ana.pol1s to Rush-

Ville, Indiana, a distance or 40 miles. It was during 

these tests, in 1906. that an idea of the division of 
return current in rail and ea.l'th was first obtained 

with any degree of definiteness. The neutralizing 

transformer for use in telephone and telegraph lines 
I

was also first tried out during these tests,, · with the 

result that it was considered advisable to depend upon 
' ' 

this scheme for taking care or the )inductive interfer-

ence problems of the New Haven elec.trif'ication. 

The Indianapolis and.~incinna.t1 electric line 

did not cause serious .interference in neighboring cir-
' ' .: '

cuits, principally because it was broken into sections 

of about ten miles in length, each section being· fed 

from a separate transformer station. The line was later 

extended, using the same feeding system, and inductive 

interference trouble has not' occurred. 

The New Haven electrifioa.tio11 was first -,la1d 

out with only one point of .feed, at Cos Cob,. near one 

end of the line. Induced voltages in the railroad tele-

graph line running on the right of way were calculated 

from the data obtained on the Indianapolis and Cincinnati 
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line nnd the. values · indicated .were checked later by·..test 

and round to be su.bstantiall:y correot. The neutralizing 

transformer scheme was adopted and the tra.nstormers were 

put in posit1<on and connected before operation began.. . The 

result was that the railroad telegraph lines gavesuocess-
' • 

ful service and wero operative even when the induced vol.t-

a~e v1as as high as 1000 volts~ . The transformers neutral-

ized this· enough to keep the residual below 50 volts. When 

short-circuits occurred on the lina. the transformers 

probably were saturated and the residual must have been 

in the neighborhood of 1000 volts and possibly more, but 

no dam~ge was caused. The relays would rattle for a 

second, or until the short-circuit· was cleared, and this 

was .the only result. 

The Americnn ·Telegraph and Telephone Company. 

had lines paralleling the New Haven. at a distance of a 

few hlllldred feet ... These lines were worked as telephone 

lines during the first months or the electrification with 

no inconvenience, other than .some noise in the open wire 

circuits. The voltage under normal operation reached 

values of about 200 volts, and under short-circuit con-

ditions it must have reached several times this amcnmt, 

although no measurements to determine the m(ptimum values 

were made. The lines could not be . used for composite 

telephone and telegraph service, however, and for this 

reason neutralizing transformers, especially built so as 
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to, be suitable for composite ci1,cuits were installed. 

The inere~s·e .and extension ;of the New Haven ·

electric servi·ce necessitated a bette1" system of feed, 

on account of voltage regulation and also because of . 

the increased induced voltages. The three-wire system 

was adopted and the entire 11:ne , was changed to this 

schema. 'l:he result was very beneficial to telegraph 

operation and it has been_ fom1d possible _to operate 

the railroad telegraph circuits with the neutralizing 
J 

transformers cut out ·of service with very little disturb-
'ance, although the. length of the el.act;ri!'ication, and 

therefore the exposure of the lines, is three times. as 

great as when· the road began operation under the old 

system ~f feed. · 

The scheme of using track booster transformers 

was given a test in .the spring of 1914 on the New Canaan 

branch of the New Haven Railroad, which 1 s a seven mile 

· stub end road branching from the main line at Stamford, 

Conn. The tests showed that this scheme was workable· 

and it was installed on the branch, clearing up the in-

ductive interference there. 

The same scheme was applied on the Norfolk and 

Western Railroad and has given successful results.. It 

was brought out in tests at this place that the trans-

former scheme was not giving as low an induce~ voltage 

as indicated by the New Canaan experiments. This was 
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found to be dua to .abnormal lea.ka~e around insulating 

joints:, on account of the kind o:r ballast and a 1-,a.ter 

p1p1ng .systemclos~ to the .rails.: However, . the induct-

ion ~s not such as to cause intel:'ference at pt~sent •. 

The distribution system is on the multiple substation 

plan.\ 

The Philadelphia-Paoli electrification employed 

booster transformers at the start,, on .account of the 

railroad celegraph circuits which, without boosters, 

would have between one. a.nd two hundred volts induced 

during normal. operation., Telegraph operation was per-

fect,. but. ~onsiderable bell ringing .trouble at timE:s 

of short-circuits. was caused in the Telephone Company , 

lines and ·investige.tion traced the cause to the satura-

tion of the 'boosters. ·· The resonant shunt for telegraph 

lines was developed and c.onneoted into the telegraph cir-

cu1 ts in order to allow the removal of the boosters~ wi.th 

the object of getting rid of bell ringing. Boosters on 
,.,

one half the line have been removed and resonant shunts 

installed in the telegraph li.nes with very favorable re.;.. 

sul ts. The telegraph lhusine.ss or the railroad is carried 

on as duplex composite~ four wires making up a set of 

four duplex telegraph circuits, two direct telephone cir-

cuits and one phantom telephone circuit. ·· Bell ringing in 

telephone lines has been practically eliminated. 
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· On the next single-phase electrification made 

in · the United States; which is . that or the Chestnut Hill. · 

branch of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Philadelphia, · a : · 
. -- . 

careful study ·of the substation ·1'ayout" vias i.n~de pr1or to 

the installation, with the idea of keeping inductive in-

terferenoe to a minimum. The transformer stations were 

located with this in view, and the result has been that 

it bas been unnecessary to instal1 any corrective devices, 

either in the railway circuits or ·the comrrn.mfcation lines~ 

This line went· into service in 1918 and no case of bell 

rin~ing or other disturbance has been reported. 

Other single-phase elactr1f1cat1ons have been 

installed with multiple substation systems, and the in-

ductive interference has been practically negligible.··· 

The special cases mentioned above are those in which spe-

cial 1nvest1ga.t1mns e.:nd tests seemed desirable, nndare 

therefore those on which the most data is available. 

Conclusion 

In planning for an electrification which is 

paralleled by telephone and telegraph circuits, 1t is 

essential that induction be taken into account from the 

start. The introduction of special devices into either 

the telegraph or the railway circuits is annoying and 

sometimes quite expensive. By carefully laying out the 

transformer stations and determining the probable induced 



voltages beforehand, . very little extra expense . should be 

involved and e. system can. be , obtained · vihieh ·is, :rree :from . 

most, if not all~, of the extra devices. . If the stations 

are so laid out that the short--c1rcu.i.t conditions on the 

railroad do not cause dangerous voltages in the telephone 

lines, normal operating conditions will, · as a general 

rule., take ea.re of themselves. If, : after all reasonable 

steps have been taken in the railroad circuit, the induc-. 

ed voltage is still abova the working limits and yet 

does not cause a physical hazard, the use. of some such 

device e.s the resonant shunt 1n the telegraph lines will 

probably take care of whatever voltage remains. If' there 

is a short distance whore the exposure is very severeit 

and the spacing of transformer stations to take care of 

. this oondi tlon would be so close as to cause considerable 

expense, such a short stretch could be protected by some 

of the special devices considered above, without affect-

ing the rest or the system. 
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TABLE I-TROLLEY RAIL IMPEDANCES 

Trolley GJ ~ ·RETURN CIRCUIT TOTAL IMPEDANCE 

Rail j ~ TROLLEY 

Circuit O ~ With Without With Boosters* Without Boosters 

~ f-1 Boosters IBoosters i ,

.... .!: 1 I1 10.31() +jo.3o6 0.092+;0.211jo.037 +jo.C>K.i 0.422 +jo.534 = o.68o 0.353 +jo.3~0 = 0.526 
g~ ~ 1 I2 0.316 +~0.310 0.046 + ~0.12210.028 +~0.073.· 0.3;6 + ~0.449 == 0.585 0.344 +~0.383 = o.5q 
0 o.P:: I 4jo.316 +J0.322 0.023 + J0.073 0.016 +J0.051:, 0.353 +J0.412 := 0.541 0.332 +J0.373 = 0.49d 
~ 8 :9 2 2.10.158 +.jo.170 0.046 +jo.12210.028 +jo.073' 0.2.1~.+jo.309 = 0 ... 37.7 0.186 +jo.243 = 0.305 
0 o 2 4 o. 158 +jo.18o 0.023 +jo.070 0.016 +jo.049. o. 195 +jo.267 = 0.330 0.174 + jo.229 = 0.289 
~ ';:: § 4 4 .0.079 +jo.094 0.023 +jo.070 0.016 +jo.049, 0.1~ +jo.173 ==0.20410.095 + jo.143 =0.171 

.... ~ 1 jo.270 +jo.309 0.092 + jo.21 I 0.037 +jo.o8i 0.376 +jo.537 == 0.654 0.301 +jo.393 = o.49~ 
o c:.i.... 2 0.270 + jo.313 0.046 + jo.122 0.028 +jo.073 0.330 +jo.452 = o.56o 0.298 + jo.386 = 0.488 
§g;~ 40.270 +jo.325 0.023 + jo.073 0.016 +jo.05110.307 +jo.415 = 0.515 o.286 + jo.376 = 0.47.2 
S: 8 :9 ' 2  2 0.135 +jo.172 0.046 +jo.122 0.028 + jo.073 0.195 + jo.3u = 0.366 0.163 + jo.245 = 0.2;>4 
. ~ ~ 
8 

2 4 0.135 +jo.182 0.023 + jo.07010.016 + jo.o.i9, 0.172 + jo.26g==o.318 0.151 + jo.231 = 0.275 
~ N ... 4 4 o.o68 +jo.095 0.023 + jo.070!0.016 +jo.049: 0.0)8 +jo.174 = 0.199 o.o84 + jo.144 = 0.166 
"" (/) 1 0.232 +jo.312 0.092+jo.211 !0.037 +jo.o8.f 0.338 + jo.540 == 0.634 0.269 + jo.396 = 0.478 

.g~~ 2 0.232 +jo.316 0.046 + jo.122lo.o28 +jo.073 0.292 +jo.455 = 0.538 o.26o +jo.389==0.467 
o o.0::: 4 0.232 + jo.327 0.023 + jo.073 0.016 +jo.051: 0.269 + jo.417 =  0.494 0.248 + jo.378 = 0-4.c;'J 
S: 8 ;e 2 2 0.116 + jo.173 0.046 +jo. 122 0.028 +jo.073' 0.176 + jo.312 = 0.358  0.144 + jo.246 = 0.282 
o o 2 4 O.II6 +jo.1830.023+jo.0700.016+j0.04()0.153+j0.270=0.JIO0.132+jo.232= o.265
';; ';;, § 4  4 0.058 + jo.0¢10.023. +jo.070 o.oi6 +jo.049; o.o88+jo. 175 = 0.195 o.oz4_±_jo.145 = 0.161 
"'~ 0.189 + jo.309 0.092 + jo.211 0.037 +jo.o84 0.295 +jo.537 = o.6rnlo.226 + jo.393 = 0.45.2 
g~·; 2 0.189 + jo.313 0.046 + jo.122 0.028 +jo.073; u.249+ jo.452 = 0.515 0.217 + jo.386 = 0.442 
o o.O::: 4 01189+jo.325 o.023+jo.073 0.016+;0.051: 0.226-t-jo,415=0.471 o.205+jo.376=0.418 

E:8:e 2  2 0.094 +jo.172 0.046 +jo.122 0.028 + jo.0731 0.154 + jo.311 = 0.346 0.122 + jo.245 = 0.273 
o  o 8 

2  4 0.094 +jo.182 0.023 +jo.070 0.016 +jo.04910.131 +jo.26<)==0.298 0.110 + jo.231 =0.256 
";;. ";;, _ 4 4 0.047 + jo.095 0.023 + jo.070 0.016 +jo.04J! 0.077 + jo.174 = 0.189 o.o63 + jo.144 = 0.157 
"'.!!! ·rIt o.26o +Jo.368,0.092+~0.211 lo.037 +Jo.o8,J;0 . .166+~0.5[)6 = o.6<)610:297 +10.452 = 0.540 
~.·t3 I 2 0.260 + J0.372 0.046 +J0.122!0.028 + J0.073/ 0.320+ J0.511 = 0.000,0.288 + J0.445 =0.528 
o.~ I / 4 o.26o + jo.384 0.023 +jo.07310.016 + jo.05r i0.29. 7 +jo.474 = 0.558 0.276 + jo.435 = 0.513 
8 ;e 2 2 0.130 +jo.200 0.046 +jo.12210.028 + jo.ono.t()O ·l-jo.339 = 0.387 0.158 +jo.273 =  0.315 
~ 8 , 214 ,.o.130 + jo.2IO 0.023 + 

jo.070,0.016+ j_o.o49
1
0.167 + jo.21)7=0.34010.146 + jo.25() =0.296 

-t.... 4 4o.o65 +jo.109 0.023 +jo.070 0.016 + jo.049 o.OQ.5 + jo. 188 ==0.2n o.o8r + jo.158 = o. 177 
Booster I mpcclance = 0.014 +jo.017 except 4-Trolleys, 4-Track -==0.007 +jo.00<). 

APPENDIX A Ia=mL' 

TWO-W[l{E NETWORK . 
z~4 = K' Zs 
Zr.s = K' (Zi +Z,:) 
25' = K' (Z, +Zc) ..:._ mL' Zc1 

5E 

To construct the c11uivalent network, reduce all impedances·. 

to a base voltage (trolley voltage is preferable as base). For 

example, in Fig. 8, 

z.,z..= impedance offceders. 
Zc, Zd == impedance of trolley-track. . 

Zs, Z,;: z. = impedance of step down transformers. 
Zu == impedance of step up transformers and feeder to r. 

To obtain the constants for load at 6consider the network 

as supplying thr!!e loads, a positive load. at 6,apositive load 
aJ. S and a. negative load at 5, all loads being numerically equal. 
I• 1rst consider a load at 6fed from 5. To solve this mesh 
2-r-smust first be. solved alone, giving the value of th; impe-
dance from S to 2==Zm. Then, in mesh 5-r-2with load at 2
· fed from 5,- · · 

[,,
l I Zo 

z~

1,.
z. 

f· z. z, 

'
4

FIG.8--EQUIVJ\I.ENT1wo-w11n:NETWORK

First consider mesh 2-3separately ancl as fed from 2with 
one ampere load at 5, Fig. 8. 

I
Z: .

I ==z.; +z.+zd+Z, m 

Zb+Z, +Zt1 
I, = Zb +Z, +Zt1 +Z2 11

1, Z2 = Zm = impedance of network 2-3 from 2to 5. 
Consider mesh 1-2 with side 2-5made up ofmesh 2-3. For 

a load at 4,

11 = z. +z,. +Zm , _ K z. +Z, +Zi + Zm-
l2u = Z +Z Z, z  z L 

.,u .,,.+I+ 2U 
I, z. = Zu = self impedance to 4, 
/J = uL I,= mL 
Zea= Zo -LZc 
z••= Zu - ml, Zd 
For load at 5,-

/ 
Z. +Z:u 

1 == -.---------K'
ZR +Z,. +Zs +Zn,-

/
· Z1+Zc .. ,~ = -. ---:---:---:cc-----I ' . z. +7.,.+z. +zm-., 

Z, 
11 == -Z-c _+_Z_1 +z. +Z2 -m' 

Zc +Z1 +Zn 
I:~ Zc +z. +z. +Z2 - 111 

Zm = 11' Z2 
Consider mesh 5-3-2with side 2-5.made up ofmesh 

5-r-2. For load at 6 fcd from 5,-

ft1= Z, +Z1t +Zm 
Za +Zb+Zm +Zd 

I 
.  . z~ 

m = I, = Z +Z +Z Z m" 
.,. ,b ... ~12 +...ti 
I: = n' m" 
Ii=m' m" 

Superimpose these values on those obtained for load at s 
and the result is obtained for aload at 6fcd from 4.
1,=K'-m' m" 
/2 = nL' - u' m" 
I.= mL' +m" 
Zu = (K' - m' m") 21 
Zu = z••+(K' - m' m") Z,. 
Zu = Zu +(K' - m' m" +1,/.,' - n' m") Zd
The results must sati~fy the following equations:-
Zu = Zat 
z .. == z .. 
Z:.~ = Zsl 
The above results give self and mutual impedances from 1.

To rhan~c these to the values from the source of power a<ld 
Z., to each. 



SIJOlff crnc1 : n Ct !RHENT l.r,J ="'E'J\\"t>IUi. .FE!) Fl<O)I TWO SOURCES 
OF l'O\VER 

s---------------.-----1 -----------r--1 ~ 
XPos,tion of Short Circuit 

FIG. 9 - -- s1101n-CIRCUJT IX t\ETWOIUi. FED 1"U0:\1 TWO SOURCES

111 Fig. 9-
Zu: = Impedance o[ point .i· from primary source oi power 
Xu = Impedance of point .i- from secondary source of power 
Zu = Mutual impedance of points x and s 
Z, _:. Internal impedance of secondary source of power 
n.. == Gci1cratcd voltage of primary source of power /~, = Generated voltage of sccomlary source of power 
I~ = Current at x ·
/ J = Current from secondary sources 
E.m.f. clrop irom primary source to .r = Ix Zu - I. Zu = E.,,
E.m.f. drop from primary source to s = Ix Zu. - ls Zu . 
E.m.f. at s = I: .. - Ix Zu + I. z•• == E,. - I. Zs 

.- lx 7, ,." - 1. (7-. + ;;.. ), = E, - jj,.

Zu (l:,, - l~.) - - ll. .. Z,"' /:., Z.~ - Zu (E,, ,,_ I~.) 
-Zxx (Z. + Z .. ).,+ z•./ = Zxx (Z •• + z.-) -- 7-s/ I.

-E, (Z. + z••) + zk'Jt (E.. - E.), . = -Z.,x (Z. + Z .. ) + Zu2

F. .. (Z •• + Z.) - Zu (F. .. _: E~)
Zu (Zu + Z .. ) -- Z,~~-. --· 

_11 h

1,·lz- -1z 

FIG. 10-EQlJIVAI.ENT NETWORK OF TROT.LEY-TRACK CIRCUIT 
For one track of a two track system. 

In Fig. 10-
Z1 =:-= 1mpcdancc of trolley-track circuit for one . trolley 

from a to b. 
z... = Mutual impedance bctwcc~1 trolley wires from a to b 

(1) /1 Z, + (I,. - I~) 111Z1 - 12 (r-111) 7., - /1 z,,, --
U~-- /~) (111 7- 111 ) ·+ /2 (I - m) Zm = o

(2) /1 Z1 + /~ (1-111) z... -- (/c - /2) 1ll Zm = Eb - E. 
(3) flu - F. ., = (/,. - /2) 111Z - I, '11 Zm 

From (I) /1 _: 12 - m Ir 
Substituting thi~ valt1l' of !1 in (2) and (3) and sol\'ing 

gives 
/:,,--Ec=-:111 (1:.-n,) + (I-111) lrmZ = 111 (I: .. -- /:1,) + {r - m) /,. 7,,". 

Trolley 

Tr:icl< 

Fet>dcr 

nr.. 1 I - 1'1IREF.-Wilm SYSTEM 

I :'II l'EIIANCI·: FHO;\I SUBSTATION TO I.OAD uN ONE TRACK vF A 
TWO·Tl(,\CK SYSTEM 

Co11sicler the urtwork in Fig. I I as made up of hvo circuits 
with ~elf arnl mutual impedance. · 

1-- Trnlll'y-fccdcr circ11it at <louhle voltage. 
2- ·-'l'rollcy-rail circuit at base voltage. 

lfrducc all impedances to base \'oltagc ancl let 
Z1, z~, etc. l>e the impedances or the auto-trans foriners. 
Zs:, ZJ 3, rte. lie the impedances of the trolley-f ccdcr circ11it = one-fourth :1ct11al impcdai1crs. 
Z, :, Z, c, etc. he the impedances of the trolley-rail circuit. 
Z1111, Z ..,~. etc . . be the mutual impedances hetwcrn the twtl 

drcuits. 
The 111.'twork l'a11 tht11 lie constructed i11 the same manner 

as for tlw l\\'o-win• system <''.C1·pl that tlw 111ttlt1al i111p('cla11cl'!'-
m11!'-t lie taken into arcou11t. · 

111 Fi~. 12, row-ilkr nwsh J·./ with unity load at ; fed 
fro(tt 3. 

(1) l1 (Z11 + Z,) + 1,--ii~i::·= /3 (Za ,- Zr.1) + I,
(2) {3 + I,:= r

Zrna 
2

7 z. 1 b 

l'IG. 12--EQUIVAI.ENT NETWOl~K }'Oil THREE-WIRE SYSTEM
TJIREIHVIRE SYSTEM-EQUIVALENT NETWORK 

From which \ · 

, Z Z ZmJ 
GT •3 -

2
11 = Za + z. + Za • + Z_" ____ Z_m_a 

Consider loa<l at 6 [cd from 3,
Zma Zma 

(I) /., (Zat + z. ZG1 - -- - --) = /, z. 
2 · 2 

(2) Ia+ f1 = I 
Za 1 + Z. + Zs 1 - Z1111 /, = Z, + Z, + Z1t + Zu-=- Z1111 
zl .

J, = -z--;:t- z. + Z,. + z., + Z1111 
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The values of Ia and I. are exactly the same as if the net-
work were as shown in Fig. 13. 

,4

z,.,.-z;, 
zZc 

ZmJ z..1-2

F JG .. I J-SIM l'l.F. TWO- l'IG. I 4-RELATIVE LOCA-
Wllm NETWORK TIONS OF TROLLEY, TRACK

AND FEEDER 

This is a sin)plc two wire nehvork. For calculation of self 
and mutual impedance~, the network ,vith ·mutual impedance 
should be used, but for calculation of distribution currents the 
simple network is applicable. 

In the abo've Zm is calculated as equal to the resistance l)f
the trolley + j (Rcactancc of trolley with respect to track +
mutual reactance of feeder with respect to trolley-track.) Rc-

r d 
actance of trolley with respect to track = o.II6 log o:78,. for 
2:, cycles. Mutual rcactancc of feeder . with respect to trolley-

d,
track ·= 0.116 log -- for 25 cycles, where the distances, d: . -
d, d, ancl d: arc as rcprcsentccl in Fig. 14. 

APPENDIX B 
HESONANT SHUNTS }'OR TEI.EGRAl'll CIRCUITS 

Tel. Relay 

~ 
I. Circuit in series resonance shunted around relay. This 

forms a low resistance path for the induced voltage of railway 
f rcriucncy. By the use of a commercial retardation coil amt 
6 m. f. of condensers very good telegraph operation has been 
ohtainecl with an alternating current voltage of four times the 
direct current voltage. 

II. Circuit in parallel resonance in series with relay with 
same coils and condenser as used for I; this has hccn. cffectiv~ 
with an alternating current voltage equal to the direct current 
volta~~c. 

11 I. Parallel Resonant Bridge. Ru = Resistance of re-
,011a11t hri<lgc arm at railway f rcqucncy. An improvement over 
l I hut has not pro\'1·<l to he as g-ood as T. 



IV. Series Resonant Bridge. Rn = Resistance of resonant 
bridge arm at railway frequency. Results show an improve-
ment over I. 

V. Differential ' Relay. Special double winding relay. 
Alternating current divides evenly in windings. The direct 
current flows only in the resistance side. 

a
R, 

VI. Differential Relay with parallel resonance. Rr = 
Resistance of ~esonant circuit at railway frequency. 
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Main Line 

Artificial Lino 

VII. Paralleled Resonant Circuit for duplex working. 

LJ + 
Telegraph or Telephone Wires 

\'111. .Nrutralizi11g- Transf ormcr System. Neutralizing 
\\'ire runs among tel. wires and is subject to the same induction. 

IX. Track .Booster Transformers. 
Current in track ___: current in trolley - magnetizing cur-

n·11t of transformer. E. M. F. across transformer - impe-
clance drop in rail section in which it is connected. 

X. Feeder Booster Transformer. 
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